


Custom made excellence since 1969 
Chiavari has been producing bespoke furniture of the highest quality since 1969 following designers’ custom made 
projects for luxury interiors throughout the world. Over 40 years of experience and dedication allows us today to 
carry out any type of high quality furnishing from classical to modern using all types of materials or finishings with 
particular attention to details. Specialized in interiors for luxury shops, private residences, luxury yachts, offices, 
etc. Chiavari offers products and services that combine refinement and comfort to improve the environment in 
which we live.



PRIVATE RESIDENCE 

Alba, Italia 

Designed by  Walter Vallini Architect









PRIVATE RESIDENCE 

St. Moritz, Switzerland 

Designed by Walter Vallini Architect









HISTORIC RESIDENCE 

Milano, Italy 
Designed by Roberto De Luca Architect







PRIVATE RESIDENCE 

Moscow, Russia 

Designed by Prima Design







KITCHEN 

Roma, Italia 

Designed by Edoardo Currà Engineer







BEDROOM 

Spoleto, Italia 

Designed by Giancarlo Partenzi Architect







LIBRARY 

Spoleto, Italia 
Designed by Lorenza Zuccari Architect





POOL HOUSE 

Spoleto, Italia 

Designed by Giancarlo Partenzi Architect





CARLO PAZOLINI 

Piazza Cardusio, Milano 

Designed by "Giorgio Burroso design USA"







CARLO PAZOLINI 

London, UK 

Designed by "Giorgio Burroso Design USA"







CARLO PAZOLINI 

Venezia, Italia 

Designed by "Giorgio Burroso Design USA"







CARLO PAZOLINI 

Roma, Italia 

Designed by "Giorgio Burroso Design USA"







LORIBLU 

London, UK 

Designed by Mapa Architects







BARRETT 

Sant Germaine, Paris - France 

Designed by Mapa Architects







GIUSEPPE ZANOTTI DESIGN 

Cannes, Francia 

Designed by Nuovo Studio







ABEAUTY 

Spello, Italia 

Designed by Luciano Buono Architect







BALLIN - GUM MALL 

Moscow, Russia 

Designed by Mapa Architetcs







FABI 

Moscow, Russia 

Designed by Mapa Architects







MONOBRAND SHOPS | Noone, Fabi, Vicini, Baldinini 

Gum Mall, Moscow, Russia 

Designed by Mapa Architects





ENIGMA - JEWELLERS 

Roma, Italia 

Designed by Studio ID&A







TOMASSINI FRANCIA  - JEWELLERS 

Foligno, Italia 

Designed by Studio ID&A







BULGARI
Soho – Moscow – New York – Roma – London
Designed by Studio ID&A







WINE BAR DAVIDOFF 

Moscow, Russia 

Designed by Mapa Architects







AZALEA - OFFICES 

Roma, Italia 

Designed by Daniela Colli Architect









WINE CELLAR CANTINA NOVELLI 

Montefalco, Italia 

Designed by Alessandra Marchetti Architect and Maurizio Mazzoli Architect







OFFICE 

Foligno, Italia 

Designed by Giancarlo Partenzi Architect







OFFICE 

Italia 

Designed by Roberto De Luca Architect





VALLE RESORT DI ASSISI 
Assisi, Italia 

Designed by Luca Scacchetti Architect







HOTEL AI CAPPUCCINI 

Gubbio, Italia 

Designed by Andrea Matteoni Architect







HOTEL RAPHAEL 

Roma, Italia 

Designed by Richard Meier Architect





VALLE RESORT DI ASSISI 

Assisi, Italia 

Designed by Luca Scacchetti Architect



VILLA ZUCCARI 

San Luca, Italia 

Designed by Lorenza Zuccari Architect







YACHT 

Viareggio, Italia 

Perini Navi





YACHT 

Ancona, Italia 

Isa Rodriguez





Your ideas materialized with passion



DESIGN 
Our technical department guarantees the highest competence and professionality actively working with designers 
and supplying the client with accurate technical documentation. They actively cooperates with our clients’ 
designers offering them decades of experience developing working drawings on a 1 to 1 scale. The technical 
documentation that we produce has the aim of allowing the client to evaluate every detail in the plan before 
production. The precision and detail of the drawing means clear understanding between company departments 
therefore guaranteeing correct execution.



PRODUCTION 
Production is managed by Giuseppe Chiavari, the company founder. His talent and passion for attention to detail, 
together with over 50 years of experience in wood crafting, marquetry and joinery, make every produced piece a 
masterpiece. Our skills enable us to realise classic or modern designed furniture with any finish. We work with 
wood and with any other kind of material. 
Thanks to close cooperation with long-term partners we are also able to install, on request, wiring, heating and 
plumbing systems, automated systems and turn-key solutions. Next to our professional artisans, able to carve 
intricate patterns in wood, we use state of the art technological systems. CAD-CAM software connected to 
numerically controlled machines allows us to reduce production times while raising the quality of the finished 
pieces with sensible attention to cost. 



PAINT FINISHES 
The last phase of production, the finish, is one of the most important and complex in the realization of interiors. It 
is nonetheless one of the deepest passions of the company founder, Giuseppe Chiavari. As a result, ever since the 
company’s early days we have been able to apply lacquer finishes of the highest standard. We have put advanced 
technologies in the hands of skilled and experienced craftsmen who have mastered innovative techniques from 
diamond nozzle spray guns to pressurised cabins. Available finishes: water or oil based varnish, polyurethane or 
polyester lacquer, matt to gloss finish, open to closed pores finish, antique wax finish, hand made carving and 
decorations, gold and silver leaf application and others. In addition we can develop special, ad hoc finishes, on 
various materials according the request of the designer. 
 



ASSEMBLY ON SITE 
Assembling the parts on site is a phase crucial to the success of a bespoke interiors project. We manage this phase 

of the process with great attention and professionalism. Our staff is highly qualified to assemble the furniture we 

manufacture with maximum care and precision, with respect towards the spaces we are requested to furnish and 

towards our clients. This last phase starts inside our factory. In this way we can better control the results and 

reduce the time required to work on site delivering the finished work cleanly and with the least possible disruption. 

We deliver to a number of different countries in Europe and overseas. 



OUR HISTORY 
Chiavari was founded in 1969 by the present company manager Giuseppe Chiavari. Then a small cabinet maker, the 
company has grown developing its team’s original skills and becoming one of the most specialised bespoke 
furniture manufacturers for the top end of the market in the whole of Italy. Giuseppe’s continuous active presence 
in the factory has contributed to maintain an authentic commitment to reliability, professionalism and respect for 
work, which is still today the essence of our company ethics.



Giuseppe’s son, Fabio Chiavari, the current chairman, joined his father 20 years ago bringing innovation and 
creative management to the enterprise’s relationship with the market. While researching and identifying new 
demands in the international bespoke furniture market, expanding the company’s business to a significant degree, 
he has kept uncompromised the qualities on which the company had laid its foundations. Refinement and 
excellence of manufacture are still Chiavari’s priorities in producing interiors; the high standards of its services and 
products have characterised Chiavari since its first days of business and continue to distinguish it among 
competitors in the Italian manufacture industry. Cooperation between father and son has allowed the company to 
evolve a winning combination of modern technological systems and traditional craftsmanship. 
 
Tradition, quality and passion to create unique furniture, this is our strength. Our mission is to produce 
masterpieces which should be the highest expression of our Italian craftsmanship and design traditions and which 
enhance the value of any interior. Our vision is to become a symbol of Made-in-Italy handcrafted furniture and to 
promote a slow life style focused on attention to intelligent and stylish quality details.

Fabio Chiavari Giuseppe Chiavari Leonardi Leonardi Leonardo Battistini Francesca Trabalza Monica Bellisario



INNOVATION 
In 2009, to celebrate its 40 years’ anniversary Chiavari has launched two ground-breaking furnishing lines: 
FormaItalia®, interiors for those who love pets and design, and Dynamic Wall System®, the first dynamic wall for 
indoor acoustic enhancement. 100% made in Italy, these two innovative lines combine Italian talent and creativity 
to provide Chiavari’s clients with unique and timeless products.



FORMA ITALIA® – DESIGN FOR PETS 
an innovative line for those who love their pets and style. 
 
Finally a line of products for your pets designed and made in Italy with the most novel results for those who aspire 
to the very highest standard of living. That is why each piece has been conceived with the same criteria as those 
applied in luxury furniture: the highest quality of manufacture, attention to detail and innovation of design; but 
also a new comfort for your pet, safety and respect for the environment. 



DWS ITALIA – Sistems for acoustic confort and performances 
Chiavari offers bespoke solutions for acoustic performance and comfort for interiors developed with client’s 

interior designer. With this system we provide an innovative and adjustable product, designed by Marco 
Francesconi. 
 

D.W.S. Dynamic Wall System® is the first modular and adjustable system for the acoustic enhancement of interior 

spaces. D.W.S. is a new response to achieve a high acoustic performance in residential spaces. For larger spaces 

such as theatres, auditoriums, cinemas, conference halls and churches we have developed D.W.S. Professional. The 

great innovation is obtained by unifying technique and style. D.W.S. totally breaks with the static systems for 

acoustic enhancement presently available on the market thanks to its pioneering functions, efficiency and design. 

Dynamic Wall System can offer whatever desired “shaping”. It is possible to change the form of the existing walls 

creating a customized space with the optimum acoustic performance. In addition with D.W.S. it is possible to make 

targeted interventions, even in the case of architectural challenges (for example, fresco painted walls), where the 

available space for acoustic enhancement is limited. 



CONTRACT 
For projects that also require ready made pieces Chiavari has undertaken a partnership with Knoll International. 
The celebrated multinational company has been creating some of the most iconic designs of the 20th century for 
more than 70 years.



Knoll International and Chiavari: strategic partnership for the delivery of high profile contract projects. Cooperation 
between the two companies dates back to the 1970s when the celebrated multinational company that has created 
some of the most iconic designs of modern times engaged Chiavari for the production of its handcrafted bespoke 
interiors. Meeting the highest possible quality standards for which Knoll International is renowned, Chiavari 
started supporting Knoll in its projects for unique bespoke commissions all over the world. 
 
Today’s partnership represents a concentration of quality in interior furnishings at the service of designers all over 
the world. The objective pursued by Chiavari and Knoll International together is to add new value to design 
projects by giving a distinctive touch to interior spaces through perfectly crafted pieces that are inimitable and 
capable of gaining value with time.



www.chiavari.ws 
info@chiavari.ws 

 
Via Delle Industrie 23, Spoleto (PG)


